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The Purpose
Course Rep Accreditation

Portfolio

In all volunteering positions it's crucial to understand the offer you get back
from the role as a volunteer. We want to make sure that reps know what their:

 
a) Portfolio is - this means our accreditation will clarify what tasks are 'core' and

which ones are optional or extra to the role
b) Engagement is - this includes giving you the resources to build and develop

relationships within your rep community and reach as many students as possible
c] Recognition is- ensuring you can see and feel how your contribution is valued

and how much impact your actions have within the role
d) Reward is - this means our reps deserve to get rewarded for their work and

time as a rep, with certificates to skills development and professional progress!
 

Engagement

Reward

Recognition



Trained Course Rep

Bronze Grade Rep

Silver Grade Rep

Gold Grade Rep

Grading and levels of accreditation
Each rep is unique and so you can take part to 

whatever level works for you! 
 

The system is flexible to fit around any other commitments 
you may have. The best part is, all reps are automatically

 a part of this, so just submit what you get up to throughout the year
and at the end you'll be awarded accreditation at whatever level you've

achieved!

Once you reach the requirement for the next level, you can 'level up' to the following one to earn
higher recognition. The base level still gets you a confirmation letter for your role, and all you

need to do is complete training - so every Course Rep will get at least this!



All you need to do is earn points via activities!

Complete Training

Rep Of The Month (Win!)

Attend Course Rep Events - e.g. Reps Revise

Attend  Workshops e.g. Confidence Building

Attend Department Student Forums

Share Feedback with your Department Rep

Submit Feedback via Union Voice

Attend Union Council as an Observer

Submit Rep Award Nominations

Complete Course Rep Surveys Sharing Wins and Updates With Rep Team

Rep Of The Month (Submit a nomination)

 

This list is not exhaustive -
 we will update it throughout the year on the Course Rep Handbook. If there's an activity on here you don't see but think counts, we will also have an open box



Celebration
Events to showcase your work as reps

Sharing wins throughout the University

Social Media highlights of what you do

Rep of the month

 



Just scan the QR code on the left, or if it's easier, type
out and head to:

https://tinyurl.com/repaccred
to register what you've been up to! The first step is

training, so you can get started today!
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email us at studentreps@shu.ac.uk if you have any questions!


